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THERE’S A NEW WAY TO SAVE
ON COPIER TECHNOLOGY
HIDDEN SAVINGS: COPY & PRINT

At Revolution Office, we’re on a mission to reduce costs, improve service, and
upgrade technology for 100% of our clients. As proud supporters of Cal-ISBOA,
we understand that every dollar spent on copiers draws on funds that could
instead support educational opportunities, financial aid, classroom resources,
or technology initiatives. That’s why we guarantee savings on any existing
equipment leases. All it takes is a quick no-cost, no-obligation assessment
and we’ll show you how much you can save within 2-3 days.

NAME BRANDS FOR LESS

Through a unique arrangement with manufacturers and leasing companies,
Revolution Office sources like new, showroom model equivalent copiers for
30-50% less than you would pay through the manufacturer or local dealer.
Devices come from trusted brands such as Ricoh, Xerox, or Canon and each
has less than three months of manufacturer-rated usage. Every copier and
printer is backed by a full-service agreement which includes parts, labor,
and supplies with a 100% replacement guarantee.

GUARANTEED BEST-IN-CLASS SERVICE

We pride ourselves on managing entire fleet installations without disrupting
business as usual. When you contact Revolution Office, our dedicated team
will design a custom solution for your business that includes equipment
handling, staff training, fleet optimization, and electrical/infrastructure needs.
After your system is up and running, our local teams of factory-trained and
certified technicians are on call with an average 4-hour response time.

FULL-SERVICE LEASE PAYOFFS

Organizations can reap substantial savings with Revolution Office, even when
there are still years remaining on an existing lease. We regularly pay off all
existing lease obligations while consolidating multiple contracts into a single
program agreement. After a brief call to understand your needs and current
leases, a senior Revolution Office consultant will craft a plan to maximize
savings while handling all the details of existing lease payoffs.

PRAISE FOR
REVOLUTION OFFICE

“

Revolution Office upgraded our four
copiers, added an additional fifth
device and reduced our costs by
24% over the term of the lease. I
highly recommend that you invite
them in to conduct an assessment
for your school.

”

Steve Taylor
	
CFO, Westmark School

“

A few years back we switched to
Revolution Office, and I was very
impressed with their ability to save us
substantial monies while upgrading
our equipment and their service has
been great. We’re now in the process
of upgrading our machines with
them again and will further reduce
our annual expenditures.

”

Richard Shapiro

CFO, Sierra Canyon School

“

Revolution Office upgraded our two
copiers, paid off our current lease and
saved us $60K over the 5-year term.
The experience was unlike any other
that I’ve had with a copier company.
It has been a pleasure to work with
them, they were very thorough and did
everything they said they would do.

Anna Shubeau
	
Director of Finance,

”

Marin Horizon School

We appreciate your interest in Revolution Office and would love the opportunity
to speak with you further.
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